
       “When you cease to dream you cease to live” 

Purely speaking, entrepreneurship means finding a commercially viable solution to a problem 

people are experiencing but do not realize they have. However, being entrepreneurial is more 

of a mindset or a way of thinking. To me, it is a path to walk on to give back to society in ways 

more than one. It is the best way to grow yourself and enable the growth of those around you. 

To become an entrepreneur, one must build self-discipline and enhance communication and 

time management skills. It also involves risk management, networking and mastering technical 

skills. Being a soccer player, I can say it's the ultimate sport, with an additional satisfaction to 

call something mine. Nothing compares to the feeling of fulfillment and growth that you get 

when you are an entrepreneur in life. 

On the other hand, entrepreneurship can be a struggle for a few people. The strain reaches you 

several times a day and forces you to step out of your comfort zone, face hardships and do 

atypical things. It also means being agile and adaptable, working around issues and finding new 

ways, and adapting to changing circumstances. Nevertheless, the freedom it provides, along 

with the other positive factors, and the appropriate number of occasions it offers to make the 

world a better place, outweigh the negative impacts of being an entrepreneur.  

John Coughlan, our founder, allows great freedom to all the employees. With freedom comes 

great responsibility, and in my current capacity as an accounting clerk at TransCold Distribution, 

I practise this freedom with meeting all deadlines and achieving targets. It also encourages me 

to think out of the box to deal with the difficult situations. The thought of accomplishing those 

objectives and eventually managing a team is exhilarating. I am excited to learn new tools and 

use them to enhance various tasks and processes. I'm motivated to ensure that our products 

have a unique selling point as opposed to rival businesses. Irrespective of the scale of the 

product, building relationships with customers is an integral aspect of our business. When I 

reach my career's pinnacles, I will keep that in mind. 

While dealing with legal, financial and day-to-day operations, I have gained experience learning 

about myself, my industry, and the larger society. Developing a network involves talking to 

people from all over the world, creating a diverse mindset, understanding multicultural 



backgrounds and adjusting to a different perspective. It pushes me out of my comfort zone and 

allows me to grow daily without limitations. I get to create economic and social value by using 

the opportunity to solve problems by creating employment opportunities, paying taxes and 

bridging a gap for our products and services. Ultimately, as an entrepreneur, I get to leave 

something that outlives me and continues to grow and offer value to the world. 


